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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

I

n light of growing consumer demand for faster and more

Transaction analyses of the last three years further underline

accessible media and other types of localization services,

the same trends, with language tech transactions having

the LSP industry is facing a spike in supply, while having to

amounted to a total volume of EUR 1.2b across 71 M&As

swallow tough demands from its clients, calling for cheaper,

and private placements. Cross-border activity remains strong

faster, and better LSP coverage.

in the sector with 41% international investments from 24
buyer nations to 22 target nations. Most of the transactions

Thereby, six tech trends have dominated the sector since the

were allocated to the U.S., China, Japan, or Israel. Close to

past few years. Machine Translation (MT), Automated Work-

two thirds of all language tech related transactions consti-

flow (AW), Automated Quality Assurance (AQA), Translation

tute private placements and the remainder M&As, ranging

Memory (TM), Translation Management Systems (TMS), and

from the largest of around EUR 800m to smaller investment

Artificial Intelligence (AI) based systems have been the focus

rounds of EUR 10k. Concluding our analysis on the market,

of LSPs and investors alike. The recognition for these approa-

we expect continuous interest in tech and a growing portion

ches is mainly rooted in two areas: decreasing profit margins,

of revenue distributions to tilt towards language technologies

and the need for quicker execution of translation projects.

in the coming years.

In the former case, tech is opening the door to a diverse
spectrum of tools and services, which can increase operational efficiency and thus, counteract the continuously falling
prices in the market, ultimately translating into additional
profits. Meanwhile, the latter issue has emerged through the
spread of streaming services and increased volumes and
speed at which audio, visual and written content is being
consumed in different languages around the globe. LSPs that
are able to cater to these needs through the help of language
tech are securing larger and more clients, ultimately bolstering revenues.
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1. STATE OF THE LSP MARKET
Will traditional Language Service Providers (LSPs) survive the

Recommendation: The recommendation for traditional langu-

next five years? Realistically speaking, the chances for such

age SMEs and smaller LSPs is to move towards digitalization

a scenario are slim. Profit margins are falling, revenues are

and to integrate tech-based approaches into their business

accumulating with select players, and the industry is conso-

where possible. Those candidates, who lack an access to the

lidating. The translation sector is warping into a tech savvy

relevant financial means to explore the benefits of the lan-

landscape and demand from media and software clients is

guage tech scene themselves, should most importantly find

rising. Consequently the risk of being outrun by competitors

investors and co-operate with them to fuel a bilateral growth

that are buying into tech is also increasing. But can busines-

strategy with a tech edge. This has several benefits: i.) provi-

ses in the sector withstand these pressures over the mid- to

ding the tools to integrate digitalization and tech approaches

long-term? LSPs that have been reluctant to enter tech can

that will increase revenues and bolster profit margins for

not only survive this wave of changes, but in fact turn the

the firm, ii.) opening the door to enter segments with strong

coming volatile years into profits. This is a turning point in the

market potential, such as media and software, iii.) providing

industry and a failure to act proactively will be detrimental for

an alternative for players that are looking to diversify their of-

the future of many LSPs. A wait, see, and react mentality will

ferings for example through backward integration of technical

undoubtedly be a devastating mistake in the rapidly evolving

documentation services. The choice between these options

market environment we are witnessing today.

will depend heavily on the individual LSP’s situation.

Overall, it has become evident that the digitalization of the
sector will continue and those LSPs that refrain from adapting to the new trend will find themselves on the losing side.
Although it is not too late to monetize on the industry shift,
the course of the coming years is being set today. Players will
have to implement language technologies to ensure sustainable growth on one hand and continuous profitability on the
other. Rooted in this gradual change, we expect the market
to have significantly shifted within five years. While traditional
LSPs will not completely disappear, value creation will tilt and
revenues per project manager will increase with less human
interference in the translation process and management.
Similarly, we expect the need for translators to decrease
but remain present in the form of editors, post-editors, and
proofreaders.
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Considering the capital requirements and the profitability of

Nevertheless, a lesson learnt from this analysis is that size

tech investments in the sector, drawing the right financial

matters and without the proper growth tactics, only the larger

investor and conceptualizing an elaborate growth strategy

players, who operate in the upper revenue segments, stand a

is the most attractive way to proceed in the current state of

chance to survive the subsequent years. Larger LSPs on the

the market. A suitable capital provider will not only supply

other hand, can either develop their own proprietary tech-

the LSP with the means to afford digitalization, to increase

nologies or with proof of concept, lucratively buy pure-play-

revenues and lift margins, but also offer the company enough

tech-LSPs through M&A. It is critical however, to establish

momentum and confidence to navigate through the coming

a concise investment rationale, a roadmap for possible

years.

synergies, and a comprehensive post-integration plan prior
to carrying out a transaction. We expect investment interest

The motivation for such a collaboration is not one-sided.

and M&A activity in the tech-LSP sector to further grow in

Investing into language technology through LSPs is a highly

the near future, drawing strategic, financial, and VC investors

lucrative scheme, giving PE and VC investors the added

alike to the table through attractive returns.

benefit of integrating future-oriented tech solutions into their
portfolio. Technology and digitalization investments allow for

Ultimately, the success factors for selling and acquiring

a faster and automated processing of orders, lower personnel

companies in the language sector, independent of their size,

deployment, and overall operational improvements that in

remain an effectively carried out M&A process by experien-

turn reflect on an LSP’s overall performance and are proven

ced professionals and the appropriate plan for post-transacti-

to foster EBITDA increases.

on integration.
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2. LANGUAGE TECH TRENDS IN SIGHT
Looking back at the past three years, the language service

Six major areas have dominated the tech trend throughout

provider (LSP) industry has never so clearly been in agree-

the past year: Machine Translation (MT), Automated Work-

ment on what way its development will lead, and what the

flow (AW), Automated Quality Assurance (AQA), Translation

most important trends will be. Both LSPs’ and investors’

Memory (TM), Translation Management Systems (TMS),

interest is pointing at tech, whether through press releases,

and Artificial Intelligence (AI) in a broader sense. MT and

investment & funding rounds, M&A or internal technological

AW alone are considered the most important development

developments. The pressure to adopt part of the new trend

in the industry by half of European LSPs, highlighting their

is substantial because the boom in language technologies is

importance also for the coming years, while the other four

driven from two sides, both, increasing supply and stronger

areas are a number one concern for the remaining half of

demand. Machine learning applications, artificial intelligence

LSPs. Although, some of these technologies can, and do

and the general sophistication of automation and machine

complement each other in many LSPs and tech startups,

technologies is improving so fast, that the possibility to miss

such as the combination of translation management systems

out on its benefits, if not adopted in time is rising. Some of

and automated workflow or translation memory and machine

these benefits such as operational efficiencies and better

translation, they are mostly distinct systems, built to make

margins, which we will look at later, are even more attractive

language service processes more efficient or add entirely

to explore considering the currently decreasing profit margins

new offerings to the product palette.

for LSPs. While for investors, language technology startups
can mean lucrative profits and a possibility for an IPO or exiting to LSPs in the future. On the demand side, clients from
various industries are looking for faster, less complicated, and
cheaper ways to get their rapidly growing volumes of video,
audio and written data processed, awarding those LSPs who
are able to deliver, with large contracts.

Machine Translation

12 %
8%

Automated Workflow

27 %

Automated QA
Translation Memory

14 %

Translation Management

15 %

24 %

Artificial Intelligence
Source: European Language Industry Report
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2.1 MACHINE TRANSLATION, PE-MT AND NMT
Machine Translation and Post Editing Machine Translation

In total, globally, almost three quarters of LSPs offer MT

(PE-MT), whether statistical or neural, are by far the most

capabilities together with their services today, one CSA study

popular new service. What started a few years back with

shows3. That is a 50% increase from two years ago, where

DeepL’s success has become the frontrunner of language

only around half of all LSPs had some type of MT capability.

technologies today. The technology offers many advantages
for the future, allowing for rapid translation of texts at minimal

When it comes to European SMEs, the trend is no diffe-

costs, a vital trait considering today’s increasingly declining

rent, with around 60% of them already having some kind of

margins of the LSP industry. While latest research on MT

automated translation in place4. Considering that most SMEs

clearly shows substantial improvements in efficiency as

reported that they would continue using an automated trans-

compared to translating without MT, the level of improvement

lation tool after they were given one to try, we expect the 60%

can depend on many factors such as the language that is

to rise considerably in the coming years, underlining the great

being translated, how well trained the algorithm is or the post

market potential of this language technology.

editing translators themselves. The research clearly shows

And as on average, 78% of European LSPs currently see

that companies and translators can expect an average of

plans to start or increase their MT or PE-MT5 usage, the tech

12% to 14% speed gains in their translation process, without

trend has effectively reached the DACH region as well. As cli-

having specifically strong MT software, across languages and

ents are asking for its services indirectly through demanding

translators, with a lot of upward potential. If the algorithms

low prices and high expectations in delivery deadlines. And

are trained well, the average upper boundaries can reach

as the quality output of MT applications is rapidly increasing,

66% efficiency increases . For struggling businesses, more

we are expecting further drops in prices, for the upper client

efficient MT systems mean less costs for human translators

segments such as the marketing or media and entertainment

per project, providing a substantial margin relief, while faster

sectors in the near future as well. Although there is currently

execution allows for more project capacity and revenues.

a wide variety of MT offerings and the amount continues

Finally, MT applications keep getting better and through

to rise, not all algorithms equal. The tech giants have been

semi-automated translations like PE-MT LSPs have ways to

stepping up in the past years, with especially Google and

increase their efficiencies by lowering various costs in man-

Amazon growing their offering of available languages rapidly.

hours. These advantages are slowly but steadily transforming

Yet they have still been managing to score high on quality

the technology into an industry standard, even for medium

standards compared to other tech leaders such as IBM’s or

sized LSPs. This is especially true for the higher mid-size

Microsoft’s proprietary applications. When it comes to pure

segment with 25% of EUR 5 - 25m companies and around

quality however, DeepL still holds its place as the global MT

20% of the EUR 1 - 5m companies in Europe offering PE-MT

leader, providing machine translation in 25 languages and

as a new service by standard .

scoring the best overall quality in 18 of them6.

1

2

1) Macken L., Prou D. (2020) University of Ghent 2) European Language Industry Survey 3) CSA Research: Where Is Your Translation Technology?
4) European Commission: Report on SME consultation and eTranslation 5) European Language Industry Survey 6) Intento: State of Machine Translation 2020
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QUALITY & PRICING TOP MT SOFTWARE
TOP 5% LOWEST PRICE FOR LANGUAGE PAIR
Amount of language pairs in which the provider scores
in the top 5% lowest price segment

BEST MT QUALITY FOR A LANGUAGE PAIR
Amount of language pairs in which the provider scores
as the best quality offering

TOP 5% MT QUALITY FOR LANGUAGE PAIR
Amount of language pairs in which the provider scores
in the top 5% highest quality segment

Number of Language Pairs

2.2. AUTOMATED WORKFLOW
With Media and Gaming industries producing at unprece-

his is especially lucrative when a lot of smaller projects are

dented speeds, and in as many languages as never before,

flowing in. In these cases, the resources and time these sys-

clients are increasingly demanding quick response solutions

tems might save is a fixed cost, relatively small per project,

to small inquiries and mini projects along the way. Thus, it is

and remains similar across project size. Thus, these ineffi-

no wonder that 24% of responding LSPs in Europe currently

ciencies can accumulate when faced with many small orders

consider Automated Workflow (AW) to be the most important

with sharp deadlines. Speakus, Localize Direct, localized and

development7 in the language industry, scoring second place

Glossa Group’s workflow systems are some of the names

just after MT / PE-MT on our list.

that have already capitalized on the trend. Alfonso Carillo,
Senior Manager at Cisco, compares the transformation of the

Automated Workflow applications (and their providers)

industry through automated workflow applications to that of

promise a quicker integration in the translation workflow from

production lines for car manufacturers. By limiting the use of

importing files, to sending the documents to the necessary

personnel to tasks that can only be performed by humans,

translator, all the way to the export of the final product,

they are allowing the software to bring the product from one

eliminating a chunk of man hours that would flow into such

station to the next, carrying out basic repetitive tasks by

processes. Ultimately, for the client this means less necessity

themselves. The future will tell whether these systems will

to deal with the LSP after submitting their files, and for the

become an industry standard or an optional feature.

LSPs themselves a reallocation of resources towards actual
translation and output creation instead of workflow management.

7) European Language Industry Survey
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2.3. AUTOMATED QUALITY ASSURANCE
Quality is key in the language services sector, and it can

Automated QA then, can help in two ways, on the one hand,

make or break an LSP’s brand reputation. However, in-depth

a more efficient QA process can improve margins, while

Quality Assurance (QA) can be very time intensive and thus

on the other hand, higher quality output can cater to more

costly for companies. Automated QA (AQA) is taking over

paying client segments. In Germany for example, and we

the market by offering quick solutions to speed up the quality

see similar trends in other regions as well, the marketing and

control process, such as automatically checking for missing

financial client segments are paying the highest prices with

numbers or punctuation in localization, helping the translator

EUR 0.21 – 0.25 and 0.26 or more respectively8 – around

in areas where machines can spot errors with a very high

twice as much as subcontractors or clients from the mid-

certainty. Many among the world’s growing LSPs such as Lo-

market segments would be willing to pay. Although LSPs can

kalise, memoQ, Memsource, or SDL (now part of RWS) but

surely offer high quality standards to their clients through

also local integrators like Language Pilot and Glossa Group’s

all-manual quality inspections, AQA approaches may intro-

myproof have already expanded largely in the field.

duce a standardized and automated way of doing so, while at
the same time being more cost efficient.

2.4. TRANSLATION MEMORY
Translation Memory systems provide a quick fix in times,

TMs have been around for a while, and with the increasing

where one way to counter the negative effects of decreasing

volumes in content that requires translation, it is not a surpri-

margins is to become more process efficient. For 14% of

se, that Translation Memory (TM) still scores as one of the top

European LSPs, TM poses the most prominent change in the

trends among LSPs. As of today, there are numerous provi-

industry. But is the hype warranted?

ders on the market such as memoQ, Memsource, DÉJÀ VU,

The idea of TM systems is simple yet effective: save time and

Across and others, with their own software, recycling trans-

unnecessary costs by avoiding repetitive work. The software

lated sentences around the world. Nevertheless, SDL Trados

records translations for the client or the user, in order to mi-

remains the most popular and widespread TM software. The

nimize the effort which is required when a similar sentence or

increase in efficiency through various TM software depends

string needs to be translated again. These Translation Memo-

heavily on the content itself. Research consensus9 points to

ries work on the basis of Translation Units (TU), consisting of

a possible productivity enhancement of 10% to 70% using

source sentences or segments in one language and targets

certain TM systems. Memsource for example has reported10

in another, and can be fed either i) while translating and using

productivity increases of up to 36% through the use of TM in

the system ii) uploading or merging other TM databases, or

a sample of their 100 most active users at a total translation

iii) by combining an existing text and its translation and trans-

amount of above 500 million words. A 36-cent efficiency on

ferring it into the TM via a special tool.

one Euro of translation costs can be a very convincing and
warranted point to opt for TM.

8) QSD Study 9) Masaru Yamada (Kansai University): The effect of translation memory databases on productivity 10) Memsource: Data: Translation memory saves your translation budget - here‘s the proof
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2.5. TRANSLATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Although, Translation Management Systems (TMS) score

The right TMS are said to reduce translation costs by 30%

much lower on the tech trend scale, with 8% of European

to 50%12 . In a case study outlining Eurail.com’s adoption

LSPs considering it the most relevant development in the

of Smartling TMS, 70% of localization cost reductions have

area, TMS platforms continue to spread. And with 40%11 of

been reported at accuracy rates of 97%, and timely comple-

Slator readers agreeing that they pose a growing competition

tion rates of 98%13. In times where every percent of efficiency

threat to traditional LSPs, there is merit in exploring them as a

counts, implementing and investing in such platforms can

growth opportunity.

have a substantial long-term upside to an LSP’s business.

If all other language technologies on our list can be viewed as

As of today, TMS are one of the most widely adopted lan-

applications to help translators and LSPs in their processes,

guage tech advancements, with many of the known names,

then TMS would be their operating system. The platforms’

Plunet, Across, Phrase, SDL Trados, Memsource, memoQ

popularity can be attributed to their ability to combine various

or Localise among them, offering their own services. The

systems, creating an interface that automatically connects

question yet remains, if TMS systems, as they are today will

translators, linguist, project managers, their tools and ever-

prevail after the next five years. We might also be looking

yone else involved. This assures that everyone’s progress is

into a future where such platforms lose importance as the

tracked and remains in one system. Through alerts and the

increased interconnectivity among various translation tools is

immediate delivery of the required content and tasks to the

already minimizing most points of possible human error and

relevant person, these platforms reduce valuable manage-

inefficiency.

ment and organizational costs. The efficiencies can be
realized in two ways, directly, by speeding up communication,
document exchange and decreasing operational costs for
project & translation management; and indirectly, by lowering
the likelihood of problems that would otherwise arise through

11) Slator: Reader polls: TMS vs. LSP, Public vs. Private Sector Clients 12) Phrase: How a Translation Management Software Can Increase Your Global Marketing Success
13) Smartling: Case Study – Eurail.com
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2.6. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
The term that seems to pop up everywhere – Artificial Intel-

OpenAI is currently the frontrunner in the area and its latest

ligence (AI), is partially embedded in many of the concepts

open- source AI creation the GPT-3, has successfully drafted

we have already mentioned. MT, for a large part, is based on

its own stories and articles in the hands of some resear-

the idea of AI and is expected to grow to new levels through

chers15 with as little as a heading for an input.

it. AI in language technology is split into Speech and Language Technology (SLT) and Multilingual Language Technology

The bottom line is, while AI covers a very broad area, and it

(MLT) . The former being relevant for media and audio

is difficult to put an exact price tag on how much profitability

transcriptions and data annotation, while the latter focuses

it will bring to LSPs, completely ignoring its development and

on MT, TM, and text-based analyses. But AI can also go a

running an isolation policy from language tech and AI may

step further, such as translations and speech to text features

bare consequences in the future. The language industry will

from providers like Linguatec, Speechtext.ai and Lingsoft,

not flip 180° over night, but the AI transformation is on the

or OpenAI. The latter uses Generative Pre-trained Transfor-

rise. Although LSPs will be just fine carrying on with business

mers (GPT), allowing machines to perceive texts, and in the

as usual for the next three to five years, it could be a smart

future possibly video content, through context, such as the

move for LSPs to use these transitional years and prepare for

connection of meanings of words in a phrase instead of just

what is imminent.

14

literal content.

2.7. BOTTOM LINE?
So, technology is on the rise. What is all the fuss about? Well,

The market is increasingly demanding high volumes, quality,

when LSPs are having to cut their prices and are trying to

and speed, especially in subtitling and dubbing, like never

stay above water in the face of pressures from falling margins

before. Margins have become tough, with 79% of LSPs

and tough client demands, the change is no longer ignorable.

considering pricing to be the most significant challenge in last

As Mark Howorth, CEO of SDI, put it at the latest Straker

year’s polls17. Back in 2019 we experienced a price reduction

Con: “Having margins put under pressure is a really tough

of around 20%18 and with poll expectations to compare them

thing. It’s difficult to compete with the incumbents, many have

with, we do not see that number decreasing throughout 2020

dropped their prices to secure business [and] with increased

and going forward in any possible scenario. The loss of mar-

expectations for receiving top quality localized content faster

gins is a trend that seems to increase with factors such as

and in multiple formats .” Howorth said that existing work-

size and lack of growth in companies. 77% of the companies

flows could not keep pace. Clients are changing, becoming

that reported growth, as opposed to 87% of those that have

technologically advanced, and are looking for faster and

not, consider pricing a key challenge. Furthermore, while only

cheaper solutions to cope with the sheer volumes of content

half of European LSPs in the EUR 0.1 - 0.25m segment saw

that they need translated or edited. There is a shift in the

pricing as the major difficulty, for providers in the EUR 0.5 -

industry driven by the emergence of disruptors like Netflix, or

1m segment that number grew to an astounding 61%19. The

simply due to the vast number of languages in which games

fad is clear - margins are being sliced down and language

and media is being released.

tech is one (perhaps the only) way of coping with the unforgi-

16

ving price changes across the LSP market.

14) German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence 15) MIT Technology Review: OpenAI’s new language generator GPT-3
16) Slator: SDI Media CEO Mark Howorth on how streaming services reset the bar 17) European Language Industry Report
18) European Language Industry Report 19) European Language Industry Report
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3. IMPACT ON LSPS
3.1 WHAT IF TRADITIONAL LSPS ADOPT TECH?
Most of the research available agrees on the topic that we

One possible counter-play to these developments for traditi-

are slowly reaching a peak in traditional purely human-written

onal LSPs, is to adopt language technology and integrate it

language services. It is becoming legacy business model that

into their operations. What is more is, that these applications

will increasingly lose its market share and importance to the

if handled correctly, can in the optimal case be integrated in

growing trend of AI driven and MT or post- edited, semi-hu-

a timeframe of around six months21, depending on the LSP.

man services. Considering that globally, LSPs that include

The direct benefits can simply be categorized into two areas:

some kind of language technology in their business, grow

more sales, and higher profits.

3.5 times faster 20 than their counterparts, this is a warranted claim. The horizon of language tech is much wider than
often thought and spans more than just across MT and AI.
TMS, TM, AW, and AQA, too have been proven to bump up
margins through more efficient operations for LSPs.

3.2 MORE REVENUES FOR LSPS
We have mentioned that tech savvy LSPs are growing faster

Language technologies seem to be just as important for win-

than their peers, but how? For a starter, we see a strong

ning new deals as they are for holding on to current clients.

relationship between client requests and technology related

84% of LSPs believe that being aware of the language tech

services. In a CSA study 76%22 of respondents indicate that

solutions in the industry is currently key when attempting to

their top three contracts are closely bound to technology. As

gain new contracts, while 78%23 believe that the same goes

we know the main three clients can make up a sizable part of

for client retention as well.

an LSPs income and technologically advanced clients tend

Rising demand in clients, especially in the localization and

to prefer LSPs with similarly progressive systems while on the

translation sector means that LSPs, which can cater to their

other hand some of the industry leaders Google, Microsoft

needs will be receiving more contracts in the future. Faster

and Amazon are investing a lot into their customized proprie-

movie productions and simultaneous airing in various coun-

tary software.

tries means that LSPs need to be ready to offer the localization services, on demand, in a timely manner, and with
streaming services taking over the entertainment industry,
also in sheer volumes.

20) CSA: Five business lessons for 2021 21) Slator: Press Release Tilde 22) CSA: Top 100 LSPs 2020 23) CSA: Who Owns translation
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3.3 BETTER MARGINS FOR LSPS
Language technology is not only fostering new clients and

Previous studies even show improvement rates using NMT

revenues for LSPs but are also fixing the increasing problem

(Neural MT) and SMT (Statistical MT) compared to human

of falling profits across the industry. Thus far, we have already

translation of between 24%26 and 74%27. The texts used in

established that margins in the sector continue to decrea-

these cases were spread across different types of content

se, and in light of tougher expectations from clients neither

such as IT related documents. Considering these numbers

are they expected to grow back any time soon. Language

over a long-term horizon, implementation of machine aided or

technologies however can fix this problem by cutting costs

fully machine translated processes can clearly boost profits

through major efficiencies, either on the project and process

for LSPs.

management side through AW, TMS or AQA or in the output
creation process itself through MT, TM, and AI applica-

Language technology, for example in form of TMS and AW

tions. But what exactly are the extents of these increases in

can also help margins by decreasing costs that flow into

efficiency? Are they worth the trouble for LSPs? And more

organizational and process- oriented tasks such as the

specifically is their impact quantifiable?

management and coordination of projects and individual
documents. As mentioned before in the case of TMS these

Fortunately, it is. Yes, the effects of MT on an LSPs perfor-

platforms can halve the costs of localization if the necessary

mance can depend heavily on factors such as clients, em-

conditions are met.

ployees and mainly the algorithms itself. If, however, perfect
conditions in the latter area are met, latest independent

This does not mean that cutting costs in the sector is limited

research shows efficiency improvement rates of around 51%

to these trends. Traditional operational efficiency impro-

to 66% as compared to only human translation24. Language

vements remain a viable option for many LSPs but disregar-

type and translators still make a visible difference in the re-

ding the potential of language technology implementation

sults for average efficiency gains. English-Finnish translations

would just be short-sighted. That said, a combination of

are showing increases in translation speed ranging from 11%

traditional efficiency increases, or revenue growth measures

to 21% across translator groups with an average of 14%.

together with the thoughtful adoption of language technolo-

English-French translations on the other hands are scoring a

gy can offer an alternative for even firmer and more certain

somewhat broader standard deviation but still an average of

profits.

12% efficiency gains across randomized translator groups .
25

24) Macken, L.; Prou, D.; Tezcan, A. Quantifying the Effect of Machine Translation in a High-Quality Human Translation Production Process. Informatics 2020
25) Macken, L.; Prou, D.; Tezcan, A. 2020 26) Parra Escartín, C.; Arcedillo, M. Machine translation evaluation made fuzzier: A study on post-editing productivity and evaluation metrics in commercial settings.
In Proceedings of the MT Summit XV, Miami, 2015 27) Plitt, M.; Masselot, F. A productivity test of statistical machine translation post-editing in a typical localisation context. Prague Bull. Math. Linguist. 2010
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3.4 WILL TRADITIONAL LSPS BECOME OBSOLETE?
Another Scenario is that traditional LSPs and the way they

LSPs can and will have to adapt to this trend, either by

offer their services, will entirely be replaced by language

outsourcing certain customer demands to these new players,

technology and online platform providers. While this scenario

grow their own operations internally (which can be very cost-

is highly unlikely to occur within the next five years, by now

ly) or acquire key capabilities through M&A.

we have established that there are indicators that they may

The market is consolidating and especially the large players

continue to lose market share. At the same time quick-to-use

are trying to develop or buy proprietary technologies, as

online platforms are pushing more complicated systems a

Janiszewski, MD at Across puts it “to make it very hard for

side, which still require inefficient relocation of the content

clients to shift to another translation vendor28” before ramping

from the client to the provider’s systems and back.

up the costs again.

Investor interest is no different – constantly moving towards

Nevertheless, all hope is not lost for LSPs that have not had

the tech side of things with recent fund injections all targeting

a chance to adopt the necessary technology or prefer to

the language technology sub-sector in the past months with

bolster their established traditional language services. Rese-

EUR 21m in Series A to AI21 Labs that focuses on a semi-au-

arch proves, technologies such as MT can be efficient tools.

tomated writing productivity tool, EUR 25m in Series B in

The bulk of revenues of average LSPs however, is still tied to

Editing Platform Descript, EUR 13m in Series B to Smartcat

traditional translating, as many companies, especially in the

to bolster their TMS tech, EUR 50m in Series C to Verbit to

creative industries such as media and game localization pre-

fund their AI strategy, or EUR 9.2m in AI voice translation

fer to go with the quality of human or semi-human translation.

startup Papercup.

28) Slator: Across Systems’ Gerd Janiszewski on Selling
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4. TRANSACTION OVERVIEW 2018 - 2021

€ 1.2B
41%
		 22
24
			€ 10K €790M
IN TOTAL TRANSACTION VOLUME

CROSS-BORDER TRANSACTIONS
TARGET NATIONS &

BUYER NATIONS

TO			

TRANSACTION VOLUMES

4.1 SUMMARY OF TRANSACTION BEHAVIOR
The M&A interest in tech LSPs has surged in the last three

The top transaction buzzword was “Platform” with targets in

years globally, with a total of 71 acquisitions and investments,

26 of the transactions offering some sort of language plat-

between February 2018 and January 2021. Out of which

form service, which is more than a third of all tech transac-

44 where private placements (PP) - investments led by PEs

tions, proving the strong shift in the industry towards more

and VCs -, and 27 consisted of M&As - an activity range that

accessible service offerings. Second on the list was “Artificial

was never this high before. The advancements in technology,

Intelligence” (AI) with 18 hits and Machine Translation and

industry consolidation and falling margins have further led to

Translation Management sharing third place with 10 hits,

a year-on-year increase in M&As in these past three years,

further bolstering the direction in which the trend is flowing.

increasing investment activity in the language tech space at

Furthermore, although MT, TMS and Platform seem to be

around 10% per annum. Transaction volumes in the time-

areas of interest in both larger and smaller transactions and

frame spanned from EUR 789.9 m with TELUS’ megadeal

spread across strategic and financial buyers alike, Artificial

to buy Lionbridge AI, to the smallest disclosed transaction

Intelligence (AI) skews towards the upper end of size. Additi-

volumes of just over EUR 10,000. To no surprise, the upper

onally, most buyers of AI related businesses are also financial

end of the spectrum is saturated with strategic investors like

investors, not only showing us that there is clearly interest

TELUS, Glory Group, RWS, and Straker or larger PEs like the

on VC and PE side, but also that the area is still perceived as

Carlyle Group, Spark Capital, Redpoint Management, or Se-

a hot potato, which strategic investors are still approaching

quoia Capital. The lower end was dominated by VC injections

with skepticism.

such as Croatian Fil Rouge, taking a stake in translation platform TAIA (EUR 1.2m) or Flint Capital going for AI integrator
Intento Inc. (EUR 2.7m).
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In the end, for established LSPs that would have the financial

In both cases investments have originated mostly from within

means to carry out such an acquisition, the question of how

the countries’ borders and in the case of Israel amounted

to integrate the new technology and what to do with it can

to more than EUR 100m in funding for AI language software

pose some difficulties.

company VERBIT.AI and around EUR 10m in funding for
translation software Babylon. Both are considerable sums

Regionally, buyers in the West are split between three of the

for the industry and taking the countries relative size into

largest anglophone LSP markets, the U.S. with 32%, the

consideration.

U.K. with 6% and Canada with 5% of language tech acquisitions in the past three years. In markets where English

In the west, targets are clustered around the European

is not the primary language, Japan holds the acquisition

continent, with a higher number of acquisitions in continental

lead, with 10%, by far the largest Asian player in the tech

European nations such as Germany and France than the U.K.

LSP sector showing strong investment interest in the past

Considering the high percentage of buyers from the country,

36 months with activity levels close to that of the U.K. and

this indicates a shift in consolidation of LSPs from the conti-

Canada combined. China has increased its presence as well,

nent across the canal and into the United Kingdom. Especial-

securing its place as the second largest buyer in Asia and the

ly the transactions concerning German technology providers

third largest worldwide, while the U.K. holds its place as the

such as DeepL, Dynport’s Phrase, Lengoo or Across Sys-

strongest LSP market in Europe closely following China on

tems got a lot of attention in the subsequent months of the

the global list.

transactions. The same goes for French Systran, who sold
stakes to several Korean investors back in August last year.

Taking a look on the other side of the table, apart from the

The bottom line for Europe and more specific Germany is,

more obvious transaction hotspots like the U.S. or Japan -

that the talent and the technology is clearly omnipresent but

two countries strongly embedded in the language technology

demand from local investors has still not caught on, as it has

market, two outliers China and Israel make a noteworthy

in more tech savvy geographies, all at the cost of the regional

appearance.

language services market.

TOP TARGET NATIONS

TOP BUYER NATIONS
United States

United States

Japan

Other Continental Europe

China

Israel

UK

China

Canada

Germany

Israel

France

Other

Japan
Brazil
UK
Other
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4.2 TRANSACTION RADAR – TOP PICKS
ACROSS SYSTEMS GMBH IS BOUGHT BY VOLARIS

Chueca further pointed at the tech trend and that techno-

January the 14th of this year, Volaris announced their ac-

logy in the area will continue to disrupt. Meanwhile Canek,

quisition of German translation technology provider Across

Memsource’s CEO has been underlining that the direction

Systems. Volaris is known for and focuses on acquiring and

the company will continue to take under Carlyle’s umbrella

developing software companies in the field. The buyer will

is fully on automation and MT. He sums up a key component

be leaving the company mostly independent and focused

of the tech trend concisely in one sentence: “If you focus on

primarily on the DACH region with possibilities to expand

human translation, you’ll hit a limit at some point as there are

in the future. According to Janiszewski, MD at Across, the

finite number of translators in the world and so this approach

Canadian software developer is actively looking to sweep

doesn’t scale32.”

up technologies through M&A, to both improve and growth
their offerings in the field29. The deal foresees Janiszewski to

DESCRIPT GETS FUNDED BY SPARK CAPITAL

continue to lead Across through the post-deal integration as

On January 12th, this year Descript announced their suc-

CEO. By offering only technology to its clients, so that control

cessful Series B funding to further bolster their AI powered

over their data remains with the client, Across has become a

automated audio and video transcription tool. The EUR 25m

key player in the German speaking TMS and AW market and

capital brought to the table by Spark Capital through Partner

has been growing steadily since its incorporation in 2005.

Nabeel Hyatt, Descript’s previous investors Redpoint Ventures and Andreessen Horowitz, turned the venture into one of

LIONBRIDGE AI IS BOUGHT BY TELUS

the best funded tech LSP in the past years alongside names

Three months ago, on November the 6th 2020, TELUS

such as VERBIT or Lilt and grew the company’s total funding

announced its news breaking acquisition of Lionbridge’s AI

to date, to over EUR 41m. Descript offers a sharable platform

division from H.I.G. for a hefty EUR 789.9m mix of equity

tool similar to Google docs and uses a combination of AI and

and debt, constituting the largest tech LSP acquisition since

third-party engines to offer transcription, screen recording,

Q1 2018. Compared to Toronto based and stock listed giant

publishing and further useful integrations for video and audio

TELUS with a market cap of EUR 22.5b, the 750-employee

publishing. As Jay LeBoeuf Head of Business Development

strong target division is slighter with an estimated EUR 165m

specifically expressed that integrating language translation

in revenues. The main focus and rationale on the deal accor-

– a feature not available yet to Descript users was one of the

ding to TELUS was to make use of Lionbridge’s AI capabi-

most requested33. Hinting at a strong possibility that we see

lities, as demand for the lucrative data annotation business

further explorations or expansions by the company in this

continues to rise30.

area.

MEMSOURCE GETS FUNDED BY CARLYLE GROUP
On July 2nd, 2020 U.S. based TMS provider Memsource
announced the Carlyle Group’s majority investment in the
firm with some estimates pointing at a transaction volume of
around EUR 37m31. Acquisition rationale was based on the
company’s profitability and potential, having grown by 40% in
2019, the year prior to acquisition. According to Carlyle MD
Chueca, the business was “resilient” enough to consider for
investment, having steadily increased their customer base
even during the Covid-19 pandemic.

29) Slator: Across Systems’ Interview with Gerd Janiszewski 30) S&P Global: TELUS press release 31) Slator: Memsource sells to Carlyle 32) Slator: Memsource sells to Carlyle
33) Slator: Audio & Video Editing Platform Descript
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VERBIT GETS FUNDED BY SAPPHIRE VENTURES

LENGOO GETS FUNDED BY INKEF CAPITAL

With an announcement on November 19 last year another

The most recent transaction in the language technology

mega funding was initiated by Sapphire Ventures joined by

field came from Inkef Capital with an announced EUR 16.5m

Vertex Ventures, Stripes, HV Ventures and CalTech, injecting

funding in a Series B round on February 10th this year. Prior

close to EUR 50m in to VERBIT in a Series C funding round.

investors like Redalpine and Creathor Ventures also joined

The company has raised a total of more than EUR 82m

the round bringing German startup Lengoo’s total funding up

since it was founded back in 2017, making it the best funded

to date to EUR 28m. Lengoo offers AI- augmented translation

language tech startup so far, having reached more than 90%

approaches through their highly modifiable proprietary NMT

of the investments within a one-year timeframe. The compa-

application, helping businesses such as Sixt and Michelin

ny operates in the automated audio and video transcription,

develop a custom and individualized MT engine based on the

translation, and captioning space by making use of their

client’s own databases. According to the joint press release,

vastly cross-platform integrable AI tools.

clients are reported to have cut their translation costs by at
least 50% and increased their efficiency through a three to

When it comes to investment rationale, apart from VERBIT’s

six times quicker translation process.35 Investment rationa-

400% growth year on year, Jai Das, MD at Sapphire and

le was based on the scalability and the 600% growth over

the lead on VERBIT highlighted the change towards a more

the last year that has also drawn names such as Christoph

remote environment in the education, entertainment, media

Esser and or Jay Marciano, former Directors at Lionbridge,

and legal sectors and the consequent spike in demand for

and SDL to the company, indicating that key professionals

AI-driven transcription services, which VERBIT can supply

in the sector are also jumping on the train and following the

through quick and cost-efficient automated transcription tech

tech trend on its growth path. CEO Christopher Kränzer is

at high accuracy levels34.

meanwhile planning to use the funds to further develop their
proprietary NMT software and continue to fuel their expansion into new geographic markets.

34) Verbit.ai: Verbit Raises $60M Series C Round Led by Sapphire Ventures 35 Inkef Capital: Press Releases - Lengoo
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4.3. TRANSACTION LIST 2018 - 2021

Source: S&P Capital IQ
The transaction list contains all recorded relevant transaction within the last three years with a minimum transaction volume of one million Euros. Transactions with undisclosed financials are not included for the exception of highly relevant cases or those previously mentioned in further detail in this analysis. 2) The tech LSP and startup roadmap includes only a select number of relevant companies
in the respective areas.
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4.4. SELECTED TECH LSPS & STARTUPS ROADMAP

TRANSLATION
MEMORY

TRANSLATION
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

AUTOMATED
WORKFLOW /
QUALITY ASSURANCE

MACHINE
TRANSLATION

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE AND
OTHER TECH

GLOBAL
Tech LSP from around the
world and with a strong
presence in the global
market

EUROPE
Tech LSP from and with
a strong presence in the
European market

GERMANY
Tech LSP from and with
a strong presence in the
German market
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lot of upside. As Proventis, we provide complete guidance in

ket and a large network of VC and PE partners, he combines

buy- and sell-side transactions and investment opportunities.

sector knowledge and the right capital sourcing.
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